MODERN

LIVING

Emerging Technologies
That Will Transform Your
Experiences
Smooth Sailing between Work, Play and
Relax Modes.

#smartliving
Seal the future of your business
with intelligent automation
Control.Automate.Analyze.

ENTERPRISE LEVEL

IoT and intelligent
automation company

Accelerating the Revolutionary Curve for Connected Enterprises
with New-Age Human-Centric Products

Residential
Controls
Master the ambience for
a house party to fine dining,
or a thrilling game night,
tailoring your guest
experience with a single touch.

Certifications
Some of our noteworthy and
recent recognitions.

Commercial
Controls
Embrace our auto-pilot designed
controls to create engaging
custom-tailored experiences
with anease of use of lighting to
air-conditioning based on your
convenience.

Security &
Surveillance
Redefine your businesses/lifestyle
with our top-notch security and
surveillance system built for the
modern enterprise. Our system is
designed to break free from the
hindrances ofconventional
solution.

REVOLUTIONARY FEATURES BUILT TO REDEFINE YOUR LIFESTYLE
•Operational data access at all stages of the processing life cycle by
standardizing on our integrate platform.
•Data Certainty.
•Cognitive decision-making.
•Advanced operational diagnostics.
•Prediction possibilities and development in order to facilitate a
continous avenue of excellence and growth.

OUR “IoT” AND ITS FUNCTIONALITY
OneControl steers the design and execution of futuristic operating models to enhance the
user journey, leveraging top notch automation technologies and analytics at large.
Our IoT platform combines detailed information from various devices and applies analytics
to share valuable data with applications designed to cater to specific needs. This makes it
a powerful transformation tool with which users are able to decipher the
“learning capacities and IQ” of different solutions.
In a nutshell, our concept of IoT connects a giant network of devices and people, all of
which collect and share data in the surrounding environment in the most intellectual
manner.

Our Dev Partner

Introducing Roboartsolutions - A team of
eccentric pixel perfect coders specializing in
detecting and diagnosing software defects.
www.roboartsolutions.com

RESIDENTIAL
Promising Services Crafted to Enhance Value to People Everywhere

Fan

Lighting
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Audio

FOSTERING AN ELEGANT AMBIANCE
Make a transformational change with OneControl
custom modules. We embark on our user’s journey
prioritizing their needs from the comforts of their home
to embed agile ways of working and continuous
improvement at large with our management systems,
culture, and building capabilities.
We fine tune our approach to ensure a memorable
experience by redefining the journey, usability and
function of each light, shade and appliance
designed aesthetically.
Lighting experience revolves around creating the
best balance between functionality and aesthetics,
there by making it the treasure-trove of our creative
brilliance.

DESIGNED FOR SUCCESS EXCEEDING EXPECTATIONS
Mastered to perfection, our ready-to-be installed
devices are compact and adjustable with switch
boards free of any hindrances. Our application is
designed to communicate with the installed
devices, enabling our users to navigate across all
the switches from the palm of their hands.
Present your vision of success integrated with our
unique technology
Duo Module

Hexa Module

Hexa Dimmer

Octa Module

Octa Dimmer

Gateway

IR Control

We call it Wishful Thinking
Integrates with

COMMERCIAL
Internet of Things (IoT)
Established on fractal science, our sophisticated and
intelligent automation suite integrates advanced
data ingestion and industry-agnostic automation
potentials, transforming it to a single platform called
Finding Hidden Gems.
It is built to deliver process design flexibility, permitting
users to control, automate and analyse.
We constantly reinvent ourselves in the field of
technology championing our projects and
endeavours. OneControl moves at a high-velocity
quenching the thirst for curiosity and striving to
engineer experiences that leave you thrilled.
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REPORTS
Avail a systematic report of the data saved within the device by putting forth a request
through the OneControl app. Obtain insight details on productivity and volume along with
customized format report extractions regarding related consumption.

OneControl App
A user-friendly mobile app to manage
every switch smoothly for your business or
personal purposes as easy as never before.
OneControl ensures to keep your personal
security and information confidential and
encrypted at all times.

SECURITY & SURVEILLANCE
Digital Revolution in the Palm of Your Hand Thanks to Our Technology

THE PROMISE OF ONECONTROL
In the span of a decade, our dedicated investment in
research and development along with writing
extensively on an in-depth knowledge of home
security systems, has paved the way for OneControl
to pioneer the art of security and surveillance
mechanism.
Our sought-after system is tailored to perfect your
needs by bringing to your doorstep the latest
home automation gears excluding any contract.
We offer the finest enriched quality of equipment accompanied with our 24*7 reliable monitoring.
We help customers use technology to transform ideas
into value thereby turning their dreams into a
tangible reality.
Security Master

Door Sensor

Vibration Sensor

Gas Leak Detector

Motion Sensor

Smoke Detector

SMART HOME. ONLY SMARTER.
Fuelled with a complete integrated quality automation, OneControl swiftly connects your
home’s security and automation in an intellectual and highly customizable manner
designed to deliver phenomenal results exceeding the expectations of any other
stand alone solutions in the market.

Phenomenal Success Building Upon Our Strengths
Our proven industry-leading automation infrastructure and IoT services has empowered
enterprises across industry verticals.
OneControl provides a game-changing venue for organizations, paving the way for
connected enterprises to compete against new and agile competitors, unravel additional
opportunities, and reimagine their customer experiences.

WHY CHOOSE ONECONTROL?
Creating Results that Speak in Volumes
SUPERLATIVE PROCESS
Our high-quality smart devices empower
the user to moderate, schedule and
monitor all home appliances with the help
of a user-friendly mobile app or by simply
saying Okay google!
OneControl Helps You Thrive with Futuristic
Solutions
5+
Years

20+
People

100+
Projects

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
Monitor and manage your personal
eletricty consumption effec
EXCLUSIVE FEATURES
Enjoy a complete Retrofit without any
needless wiring to connect and gain
access to all your devices

Designing for clients from every walk of life for enriched IoT experiences

it only gets better..

THINKING OF
SMART LIFE
Lets Build a Promising Future Together.

SMART LIVING
Plot #256, 5th Floor, Eternal Samyuktha Towers, Hitech City Road,
Vittal Rao Nagar, HITEC City, Hyderabad, Telangana 500081
Customer Support (+91) 9870327527 (+91) 40 48544422
info@onecontrol.in
www.onecontrol.in

